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(57) ABSTRACT 

Asystem and method for processing paper check orders. The 
system comprises client storage capable of storing client 
information including data from previous paper check 
orders, suspect check order storage capable of storing sus 
picious order information including data associated With 
previous improper check orders, an order entry system for 
inputting order information having order parameters, and a 
programmable scoring system in communication With the 
client storage and the suspect order storage. The scoring 
system is capable of applying scoring rules to score paper 
check orders and the scoring rules are programmably adjust 
able for variable Weights to the order parameters. The 
programmable scoring system is capable of comparing input 
order information to the client information and the suspi 
cious order information and producing a score according to 
the scoring rules to determine check orders that require 
further investigation. 
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR PREVENTING 
FRAUD IN CHECK ORDERS 

RELATED APPLICATION 

[0001] This application claims priority to US. Provisional 
Patent Application Serial No. 60/434,266, ?led on Dec. 17, 
2002, Which is herein incorporated by reference. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

[0002] This patent application relates to processing paper 
check orders, and in particular, to a system and method for 
detecting suspect check orders and thereby preventing the 
processing of fraudulent orders. 

BACKGROUND 

[0003] Despite the proliferation of credit and debit cards, 
the use of printed checks remains popular. Unfortunately, 
there are abuses of paper checks committed by the account 
holder and there are other abuses that result in fraud and 
injure an innocent person or business. Technology exists to 
notify merchants of checks that are likely to have insuf?cient 
funds. This greatly limits a person’s ability to use their oWn 
checks When they have little or no money to cover a check. 
But this technology does not help an innocent account 
holder Whose checks have been fraudulently obtained by 
another. 

[0004] One Way to obtain another’s checks is to steal 
them. Another Way is to use another’s identity to illegally 
obtain checks With the innocent person’s account informa 
tion imprinted on the checks. Thus, many forms of fraud 
begin When a person orders neW checks under another’s 
identity for a fraudulent use. This is a problem check printers 
and ?nancial institutions face When processing check orders. 
It is no small task to detect these situations, since check 
printers and ?nancial institutions process millions of check 
orders every year. Furthermore, no one likes to be falsely 
suspected of a fraudulent order. Thus, the check printer must 
carefully search for improper orders to prevent those Who 
Would commit fraud from obtaining checks for improper 
uses While not adversely impacting orders for innocent 
account holders. 

[0005] One method of identifying questionable check 
orders is for a trained ordering agent, or customer service 
agent, to look for clues that the order is improper. Generally, 
the clues are details related to the check ordering process. 
These details are sometimes referred to as order parameters. 
While there are a number of Ways to assess the risk or 
reliability in a check order, it is problematic for a check 
distributor to assess all of the order parameters by systematic 
means. Because some order parameters are more indicative 

of risk than others, judging the level of risk associated With 
the order parameters can be subjective and thus difficult to 
judge uniformly. 

[0006] Therefore, What is needed in the art is a sophisti 
cated system and method for revieWing paper check orders. 
The system should use eXisting information to spot poten 
tially bad check orders for further investigation before the 
check orders are ?lled. Such a system Would be even more 
desirable if it could process statistical information from past 
improper orders for improved check order processing in the 
future. 
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SUMMARY 

[0007] The present subject matter addresses the needs 
indicated above and other needs not expressly stated to 
provide a system and method for detection of suspect paper 
check orders. In varying embodiments, the system com 
prises client storage capable of storing client information 
including data from previous paper check orders, suspect 
check order storage capable of storing suspicious order 
information including data associated With previous 
improper check orders, an order entry system for inputting 
order information having order parameters, and a program 
mable scoring system in communication With the client 
storage and the suspect order storage. The scoring system is 
capable of applying scoring rules to score paper check 
orders and the scoring rules are programmably adjustable for 
variable Weights to the order parameters. The programmable 
scoring system is capable of comparing input order infor 
mation to the client information and the suspicious order 
information and producing a score according to the scoring 
rules to determine check orders that require further investi 
gation. 
[0008] Varying embodiments of the method comprise 
inputting paper check order information that has order 
parameters, applying adjustable Weights to each of the order 
parameters, and applying scoring rules to score paper check 
orders. Applying the scoring rules includes comparing the 
order information to the client information and the suspi 
cious order information, producing a score according to the 
scoring rules, and identifying check orders that require 
further investigation according to the produced score. 

[0009] This Summary is an overvieW of some of the 
teachings of the present application and not intended to be 
an eXclusive or eXhaustive treatment of the present subject 
matter. Further details about the present subject matter are 
found in the detailed description and appended claims. Other 
aspects of the invention Will be apparent to persons skilled 
in the art upon reading and understanding the folloWing 
detailed description and vieWing the draWings that form a 
part thereof, each of Which are not to be taken in a limiting 
sense. The scope of the present invention is de?ned by the 
appended claims and their legal equivalents. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0010] In the draWings, Where like numerals refer to like 
components throughout the several vieWs, 

[0011] FIG. 1 shoWs an embodiment of a system for 
processing paper check orders. 

[0012] FIG. 2 shoWs an embodiment of the screening 
system. 

[0013] FIG. 3 shoWs an embodiment of a closed loop 
system for adjusting scoring rules of a screening system. 

[0014] FIG. 4 shoWs a How chart of an embodiment of a 
method for processing paper check orders. 

[0015] FIG. 5 shoWs a ?oWchart of one embodiment of a 
method for automatically generating orders for paper 
checks. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0016] In the folloWing detailed description, reference is 
made to the accompanying draWings forming a part hereof, 
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and in Which is shown by Way of illustration speci?c 
embodiments in Which the invention may be practiced. It is 
to be understood that other embodiments may be utilized 
and structural changes may be made Without departing from 
the scope of the present invention. 

[0017] This detailed description discusses a system and 
method for detection and processing of suspect or improper 
paper check orders. FIG. 1 shoWs an embodiment of a 
system 100 for processing the paper check orders. The 
system 100 includes a paper check order entry system 110 to 
receive an order and a screening system 120 to screen for 
suspect orders. The order may originate in several Ways. The 
order may originate directly from the customer, the order 
may be placed by a ?nancial institution or a check distributor 
on behalf of the customer, or a ?nancial institution may refer 
the customer to place the order. 

[0018] The order entry system 110 accommodates various 
ordering methods used by a customer, ?nancial institution, 
or distributor to place an order. The various ordering meth 
ods include, but are not limited to, an order placed over the 
telephone, a telephone order placed over a toll free long 
distance number, an order placed over the Internet, a dedi 
cated netWork, or other netWork, a phone order placed using 
an integrated voice response (IVR) system, an order placed 
by mail, and combinations thereof. In varying embodiments 
the check orders are processed by an ordering agent, by 
automatic processing means, or by combinations thereof. 
Some examples of an automatic processing means include, 
but are not limited to, an order processed by softWare 
receiving the order over the Internet or other netWork, an 
order processed by a menu navigated by a touch-tone phone, 
or combinations thereof. 

[0019] Once the order is received it is screened for risk by 
the screening system 120. If the order is passed by the 
screening system 120, then it is determined to pose a 
reasonable risk and is processed 140 and shipped to the 
customer. If the order is not passed by the screening system 
120 it is submitted to further investigation 130. The inves 
tigation 130 results either in passing the order for processing 
140, canceling the order 150, or some other investigation 
action. The investigation 130 is more rigorous and thorough 
than the screening system 120, but in some cases the 
indication of risk in the order from the screening may be so 
strong that the investigation 130 cancels the order based 
solely on the screening analysis. The outcome of the inves 
tigation 130 may produce information about check fraud that 
can be used in screening future orders. If so, this information 
is added to the screening system 120. 

[0020] To receive the check order, order information is 
input into the order entry system 110. The order information 
includes check order parameters. In general, order param 
eters input to the system 100 indicate some degree of risk or 
reliability in the order. Order parameters include, but are not 
limited to, order parameters related to the customer’s iden 
tity, parameters related to the method used to place the order, 
and parameters related to check order details requested by 
the customer. 

[0021] Order Parameters Related to the Customer’s Iden 
tity 

[0022] Order parameters related to the customer’s identity 
include the customer name, shipping address and Zip code, 
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the checking account number supplied by the customer, the 
bank number associated With the account number, and the 
number of the phone placing the order. Other order param 
eters associated With the identi?cation of the customer 
include not capturing a caller’s identi?cation on an incoming 
call, the incoming phone number not matching a customer’s 
knoWn phone number, the phone call originating from a pay 
phone, not matching the incoming number in a change of 
address database, or not matching the name, business name, 
or address When verifying the information by automated 
directory assistance. Additional embodiments of order 
parameters include the customer not being able to provide a 
correct passWord, or the customer not responding to a 
con?rmation requested by e-mail. Also, order parameters 
related to the number of the phone placing the order include 
the number of orders related to that phone number Within a 
predetermined timeframe and the number of customers 
related to that phone number Within a predetermined time 
frame. 

[0023] Further, if the order is made through customer 
service, another order parameter is a subjective assessment 
of the risk of fraud made by a trained ordering agent. In one 
embodiment, the agent presses a button to interrupt the order 
entry system 110 or ?ag the order. In another embodiment, 
the ordering agent enters such an assessment into the order 
entry system by a keypad into a ?eld of the order informa 
tion. The system 100 handles this agent input as another 
order parameter or the system 100 ?ags the order as requir 
ing further investigation and does not execute any further 
processing on the order. 

[0024] Order Parameters Related to the Method Used to 
Place the Order 

[0025] Order parameters related to the method used to 
place the order include an ordering method as discussed 
previously and the market channel that induced the customer 
to place an order. Market channels include, but are not 
limited to, a catalog or other marketing communication 
mailed or e-mailed to the customer, a referral by another 
customer, a referral by a bank, or an order originating from 
a second source such as a ?nancial institution, or check 

distributor, retailer, or Wholesaler. 

[0026] Order Parameters Related to Details of the Check 
Order Requested by the Customer 

[0027] Order parameters related to details of the check 
order requested by the customer include the starting check 
number of the order, the quantity of checks ordered, the 
number of orders placed by a customer Within a predeter 
mined timeframe, and the type of check product ordered. If 
the starting check number, the quantity of checks ordered, or 
the number of orders placed Within a predetermined time 
frame is outside of an expected range for the identi?ed 
customer this may be an indication of risk in processing the 
order. If the check product ordered is unexpected or other 
Wise inappropriate for the identi?ed customer this also may 
be an indication of risk. Other order parameters associated 
With the details of the check order requested include a 
request for no address imprinted on the check, or a change 
in the information imprinted on the check such as the name 
or the address. Another order parameter associated With the 
details of the check order is the check order shipping 
method; as for example, a request for expedited shipping, a 
request to ship to a one-time “special” address, or a request 
to ship to a PO. box. 
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[0028] All of these order parameters involve different 
amounts of order reliability or order risk that need to be 
uniformly assessed by the processing system 100. A table of 
order parameters appears beloW. The table is not intended to 
be exhaustive of all order parameters used. Determining 
order behaviors is an ongoing process. As more information 
concerning risk and reliability of check orders is accumu 
lated, order parameters are added or removed to re?ect the 
updated information. 

[0029] Screening System 
[0030] FIG. 2 shoWs an embodiment of the screening 
system 120. The embodiment includes a programmable 
scoring system 210, client information storage 230 and 
suspect check order information storage 240. The suspect 
order information storage 240 includes such information as 
names, addresses, Zip codes, account numbers and phone 
numbers associated With improper paper check orders. The 
suspect information may contain either “Warm” or “hot” ?le 
information or a combination of the types. Warm ?le infor 
mation is knoWn to be related to a heightened degree of risk 
in the order. In contrast, hot ?le information is knoWn for 
certain to indicate fraud. For example, a hot ?le address 
Would be an address given as a business or home that Was 
actually an address knoWn to be used for fraud. 

TABLE 1 

Order parameters related to the Customer’s Identity: 
Customer Name 
Shipping Address 
Zip Code 
Account No. 
Bank No. 
Phone number used to place the order (Incoming phone number) 
Incoming Phone number is a pay phone number 
Incoming phone number is related to “X” orders Within a timeframe 
Incoming phone number is related to “X” customers Within a timeframe 
The customer’s identi?cation is not captured on the incoming 
call (caller ID) 
Incoming phone number doesn’t match a customer’s known number 
Incoming phone number doesn’t match information in 
directory assistance 
The order Was flagged by an ordering agent 

Order parameters related to the method used to place the order: 
The order is placed over the phone by the customer 
The order is placed over the phone by the customer’s 
?nancial institution 
The order is placed by phone via a toll free long distance number 
The order is placed over the Internet 
The order is placed by phone using an integrated voice 
response (IVR) system 
The order is placed by mail 
The customer placed the order in response to a 
marketing communication 
The customer Was referred by another customer 
The customer Was referred by a bank 
The order originated from a check retailer 

Order parameters related to details of the check order 
requested by the customer: 
The starting check number of the order 
The quantity of checks ordered 
The number of orders placed by a customer Within a timeframe 
The type of check product ordered 
The order contains a change in the check imprint 
The order contains no address on the check imprint 
The order requests expedited shipping 
The shipping address is a one-time address 
The shipping address is a PO. box 

[0031] The scoring system 210 compares an incoming 
order parameter, such as a parameter related to a customer’s 
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identity, against the stored client and suspect order infor 
mation to determine Whether the parameter indicates reli 
ability or risk. In one embodiment of the screening system 
120, the suspect check order information is created and 
maintained by the check vendor. In another embodiment, the 
information is provided by a third party such as a bank, an 
organiZation or netWork interested in preventing fraud in 
check orders. In yet another embodiment, a ?nancial insti 
tution provides information on bad accounts and the infor 
mation is loaded into the Warm ?le. 

[0032] Yet another embodiment of the scoring system 210 
includes ?nancial institution information storage. The ?nan 
cial institution information includes a database of neWly 
opened accounts. The database includes the account holders’ 

names, addresses, phone numbers, account numbers and 
bank numbers. The scoring system 210 compares an incom 
ing order parameter against the stored ?nancial institution 
information to determine Whether the parameter indicates 
reliability or risk. For example, if a neW order does not 

match the neW order information, the system Would indicate 
increased risk in the order. In one embodiment, the ?nancial 
institution information is sorted by account number/bank 
number. In another embodiment, the ?nancial institution 
provides bankruptcy information. If a neW order matches 
information in the bankruptcy information, the system 
Would also indicate increased risk in the order. 

[0033] The programmable scoring system 210 applies 
scoring rules 220 to the individual order parameters. The 
scoring rules 220 provide a uniform assessment from order 
to order that a parameter indicates risk or reliability. For 
example, if the incoming phone number does not match the 
phone stored for a customer, the scoring rules change the 
score to re?ect increased risk. If the incoming order param 
eter matches a parameter in the client order information for 
an order that Was ?lled successfully, the score given re?ects 
more con?dence in the order. In one embodiment, a positive 
number is given to an order parameter for an indication of 
risk and a negative number is given for an indication of 
reliability, With a loWer score indicating higher con?dence in 
the order. One embodiment of a programmable scoring 
system 210 is shoWn beloW in Table 2. Order parameters that 
indicate risk or con?dence in the order and are to be scored 
are listed horiZontally in the columns. The order parameters 
indicate risk (eg a change in the check imprint) or indicate 
reliability (eg the customer information matches a client 
master ?le). Other order parameters determine an adjustable 
Weight given to a score. In the embodiment shoWn, these are 
listed in the roWs. These order parameters include Whether 
the order is a neW order or re-order and the ordering channel 
used. The order parameters listed in the roWs also include 
Whether the customer placing the order Was a preferred 
customer. Preferred customers are highly reliable customers 
such as a ?nancial institution or a check distributor. Pre 

ferred customers also include those customers Who consis 
tently have an amount of business above a threshold level, 
and often have a dedicated account representative due to the 
volume of their business. The parameters shoWn in the table 
are not meant to be an exhaustive list, but rather to only 
discuss one embodiment of a scoring system 210. 
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[0034] The Weights assigned to scores vary With the roW, 
With order parameters having more indication of risk given 
a stronger Weight than parameters having less indication of 
risk. For example, scores given a re-order sent by faX from 
a ?nancial institution are assigned different Weights than a 
neW order placed by Internet directly by an end user cus 
tomer. The Weights are adjustable, so that as more informa 
tion concerning risk and reliability of check orders is accu 
mulated, the Weights are programmably changed to better 
re?ect the updated information. Anet score for the incoming 
order is then calculated. If the calculated net score for the 
order eXceeds a predetermined threshold value, enough risk 
is present to ?ag the order as requiring further investigation 
130 before processing 140 the order. If the net score does not 
eXceed the threshold value, the order is processed. The 
threshold value for a fail score is also adjustable and is 
selectively variable With the roWs in table 2. 

[0035] Table 3 shoWs tWo simpli?ed eXamples of using the 
scoring system embodiment in Table 2. In eXample A, a 
re-order is received by Fax from a ?nancial institution that 
is a preferred customer and the institution is placing the 
order on behalf of one of its customers. The imprint on the 
check has changed betWeen orders and the starting check 
number indicates risk, but the customer information for the 
bank’s customer matches information in the customer mas 
ter ?le. In this simpli?ed eXample a score of —10 is given to 
the check imprint and the check number order parameters, 
and a score of +20 is given 
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[0036] to the customer matching order parameter. The net 
score calculated is 0. If the fail score Was set to —40 for the 
roW, the order is passed to processing. 

[0037] In example B, a re-order is received over the 
Internet directly from an end user of the checks. As in 
eXample A, the imprint on the check has changed betWeen 
orders, the starting check number indicates risk and the 
customer information matches information in the customer 
master ?le. In this roW of Table 3, the order parameters 
indicating risk are Weighted three times heavier than in 
eXample A. Ascore of —30 is given to the check imprint and 
the check number order parameters, and a score of +20 is 
again given to the customer matching order parameter. Here 
the net score calculated is —40. If the fail score Was set to —30 
for the roW, the order is ?agged. 

[0038] If an order fails by eXceeding the threshold score, 
the order is given further investigation. In one embodiment, 
the order is either released to processing 140 or cancelled as 
a result of the investigation 130. In another embodiment, the 
investigation 130 involves notifying a bank that a check 
order for a speci?c account Was improper. Variations of the 
embodiment include placing a phone call to the bank, 
automatically sending an e-mail message, automatically 
issuing a message by faX, or automatically issuing a batch 
transmission of data to the bank. In yet another embodiment, 
this noti?cation is done by matching the account number to 
the bank number. In yet another embodiment, the investi 
gation involves notifying the customer of a canceled order. 

TABLE 2 

Ship to Incoming 
Check Address High Incoming Customer 
Imprint does not Ship to Risk Account Phone Info Fail 
change match Address Check number No phone number matches Score 
between master on Warm Start on Warm number on Warm master Net 

orders ?le ?le Number ?le captured ?le ?le Score 

New 
Orders 

Preferred Order 
Customer Channel 

Internet 
Mail 
Fax 

Other 
Other 
Customer 

Internet 
Mail 
Fax 

Other 
Re 
orders 

Preferred Order 
Customer Channel 

Internet 
Mail 
Fax 

Other 
Other 
Customer 

Internet 
Mail 
Fax 

Other 
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[0039] In one implementation embodiment, the scoring is 
implemented by a software system. In another embodiment, 
at least part of the scoring of the order is implemented 
manually by, for eXample, a screening agent. In yet another 
embodiment, a ?nancial institution has its oWn dedicated 
scoring system. In one embodiment of a dedicated scoring 
system, the system includes the scores and Weights desired 
by the ?nancial institution. In another embodiment of a 
scoring system, the system includes additional columns 
and/or roWs. One skilled in the art Would understand from 
reading this description that various combinations of order 
parameters and various combinations of manual and auto 
matic scoring are possible Without departing from the scope 
of the present system. 
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screening system accesses a phone company’s database to 
automatically check the information against a database such 
as a directory assistance data base. In yet another embodi 
ment, the screening system accesses a ?nancial institution’s 
database. 

[0041] Closed Loop Scoring System 

[0042] FIG. 3 shoWs an embodiment of a closed loop 
system 300 for adjusting scoring rules of a screening system 
120. The system is closed loop in that feedback from past 
suspicious orders is input to the system to adjust the scoring 
rules. At 310, check orders are received. At 320, a ?lter is 
applied to the orders in the form of scoring rules. If applying 
the ?lter determines that the order is not questionable, the 

TABLE 3 

Ship to Incoming 
Check Address High Incoming Customer 
Imprint does not Ship to Risk Account Phone Info Fail 
change match Address Check number No phone number matches Score 
between master on Warm Start on Warm number on Warm master Net 

orders ?le ?le Number ?le captured ?le ?le Score 

New 
Orders 

Preferred Order 
Customer Channel 

Internet 
Mail 
FaX 
Other 

Other 
Customer 

Internet 
Mail 
Fax 
Other 

Re 
orders 

Preferred Order 
Customer Channel 
A Internet 

Mail 
Fax —10 —10 +20 —40 

O 
Other 

Other 
Customer 
B Internet —30 —30 +20 —_30 

—40 
Mail 
Fax 
Other 

[0040] Another aspect to implementing a screening sys 
tem is to use cost in deciding Which order parameters to 
monitor and hoW to monitor the order parameters. The 
number of employees needed and processing costs are taken 
into account in determining the best order parameters and 
methods of monitoring the ordering parameters, and even in 
setting the score Weights and thresholds. In one embodi 
ment, if analysis reveals that a screening system needs 
additional customer information, an implementation of a 
change could either create or buy a database of additional 
information. In another embodiment, the system could be 
tied into a vendor’s database to automatically access the 
required information. In yet another embodiment, the 

order is processed 330. If applying the ?lter determines that 
the order is questionable, the questionable order is tagged 
340. As orders are identi?ed or tagged as being questionable, 
the system 300 accumulates data on these orders 350. 
Sometimes fraud may still occur after the order is processed 
330. If fraud occurs after the fact 360, data on these orders 
is also accumulated 350. At an occurrence of a predeter 
mined event, the data is used to update the suspect order data 
?les 370. In one embodiment, the event is a number of 
orders processed. In another embodiment, the event is the 
passing of a timed duration such as a day. At 380, the 
accumulated data is analyZed. Based on the analysis the 
screening rules are adjusted 390. In one embodiment, the 
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rule adjustment includes adjusting the Weights given to 
scores. In another embodiment, the analysis adds parameters 
to the scoring system 210. 

[0043] The analysis of the data can be a short term or long 
term analysis. In one embodiment of a short term analysis, 
the system determines that the amount of fraud detected is 
too loW. In response, the Weights given to scores are adjusted 
and/or thresholds for net scores are adjusted to increase the 
percentage of orders that are ?agged for investigation. 

[0044] Along term analysis determines if changes need to 
be made to the order parameters. Changing the order param 
eters includes adding or removing order parameters in 
addition to changes in the score Weights and thresholds. In 
one embodiment, statistical analysis determines correlations 
betWeen parameters of the orders and attempted fraud. One 
eXample of statistical analysis is logistic regression. In 
another embodiment, decision trees are used to adjust or 
change order parameters. In yet another embodiment, pre 
dictive modeling is used to determine correlations and adjust 
or change order parameters. One eXample of predictive 
modeling is neural net modeling. 

[0045] Method for Processing Check Orders 

[0046] FIG. 4 shoWs a How chart of an embodiment of a 
method 400 for processing paper check orders. At 410, paper 
check order information containing order parameters is input 
to the system. At 420, the order information is compared to 
the suspicious order information. At 430, adjustable Weights 
are applied to the order parameters. At 440, scoring rules are 
applied to the paper check orders. At 450, a score is 
produced according to the scoring rules. At 460, check 
orders that require further investigation are identi?ed 
according to the produced score. 

[0047] Generating Check Orders Automatically 

[0048] FIG. 5 shoWs a ?oWchart of one embodiment of a 
method 500 for automatically generating orders for paper 
checks. At 510, the quantity of checks remaining for cus 
tomer’s account is monitored. At 520, When the remaining 
quantity of checks is Within a predetermined number of 
checks, a rule based standard is applied to information 
associated With the customer’s account. In one embodiment, 
the rule based standard applies scoring rules based on 
previous client information. At 530, a check order is gen 
erated for the customer’s account if applying the rule based 
standard passes the customer’s account. In another embodi 
ment of the method 500, the quantity of checks for the 
generated order is based in part on a time frame the quantity 
of checks for the previous order Was used. In another 
embodiment, the generated order is not processed until a 
con?rmation e-mail is received from a customer in response 
to an e-mail sent to the customer notifying the customer of 
the order. Security in generating the order Would be further 
enhanced by having the customer supply a passWord along 
With the con?rmation. 

[0049] Although speci?c eXamples have been illustrated 
and described herein, it Will be appreciated by those of 
ordinary skill in the art that other arrangements calculated to 
achieve the same purpose may be substituted for the speci?c 
eXample shoWn. This application is intended to cover any 
adaptations or variations of the present invention. Therefore, 
it is intended that this invention be limited only by the claims 
and the equivalents thereof. 
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What is claimed is: 
1. A system for screening check orders, comprising: 

client storage capable of storing client information includ 
ing data from previous paper check orders; 

suspect check order storage capable of storing suspicious 
order information including data associated With pre 
vious improper check orders; 

an order entry system for inputting order information, the 
order information having order parameters; and 

a programmable scoring system in communication With 
the client storage and the suspect order storage and 
capable of applying scoring rules to score paper check 
orders, the scoring rules programmably adjustable for 
variable Weights to the order parameters, Wherein the 
programmable scoring system is capable of comparing 
input order information to the client information and 
the suspicious order information and producing a score 
according to the scoring rules to determine check 
orders that require further investigation. 

2. The system of claim 1, the programmable scoring 
system further including threshold value storage such that 
the score is compared to a threshold value, the check order 
identi?ed for further investigation if the score exceeds the 
threshold value. 

3. The system of claim 1, Wherein the suspect order 
storage includes Zip codes. 

4. The system of claim 3, Wherein the suspect order 
storage further includes addresses. 

5. The system of claim 4, Wherein the suspect order 
storage further includes phone numbers. 

6. The system of claim 5, Wherein the suspect order 
storage further includes checking account numbers. 

7. The system of claim 6, Wherein suspect order storage 
further includes names. 

8. The system for screening check orders of claim 1, 
Wherein the system further includes ?nancial institution 
information storage capable of storing information associ 
ated With neWly opened accounts. 

9. The system of claim 1, Wherein the order entry system 
includes an input means to accept input from an ordering 
agent to ?ag a check order as requiring further investigation. 

10. The system of claim 1, Wherein the programmable 
scoring further includes feedback from past suspicious 
orders to programmably adjust the scoring rules. 

11. The system of claim 1, Wherein the scoring rules are 
programmably adjusted for a particular ?nancial institution. 

12. Amethod of screening paper check orders using client 
information and suspicious order information comprising: 

inputting paper check order information, the order infor 
mation having order parameters; 

applying adjustable Weights to each of the order param 
eters; and 

applying scoring rules to score paper check orders, 
including: 

comparing the order information to the client informa 
tion and the suspicious order information; 

producing a score according to the scoring rules; and 

identifying check orders that require further investiga 
tion according to the produced score. 
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13. The method of claim 12, wherein the method further 
includes comparing the produced score against a predeter 
mined threshold value, and Wherein the identifying check 
orders that require further investigation according to the 
produced score includes the produced score exceeding the 
predetermined threshold value. 

14. The method of claim 13, Wherein producing a score 
includes increasing the score if the incoming order param 
eter matches a parameter in order information that resulted 
in a suspicious order and reducing the score if the incoming 
order parameter matches order information that resulted in a 
successful order. 

15. The method of claim 12, Wherein applying adjustable 
Weights includes adjusting the Weights according to a pres 
ence of a check order parameter. 

16. The method of claim 13, Wherein the predetermined 
threshold value is predetermined in part by the presence of 
a check order parameter. 

17. The method of claim 15, Wherein the check order 
parameter includes an ordering channel used to place the 
order. 

18. The method of claim 15, Wherein the check order 
parameter includes a marketing channel used to reach the 
customer. 

19. The method of claim 15, Wherein the check order 
parameter includes Whether the incoming order is a neW 
order or a re-order. 

20. The method of claim 12, Wherein the suspicious order 
information includes checking account numbers. 

21. The method of claim 20, Wherein the suspicious order 
information further includes phone numbers. 

22. The method of claim 21, Wherein the suspicious order 
information further includes Zip codes. 

23. The method of claim 22, Wherein the suspicious order 
information further includes addresses. 

24. The method of claim 23, Wherein the suspicious order 
information further includes names. 

25. The method of claim 12, Wherein the inputting check 
order information further includes accepting input from an 
ordering agent to ?ag a check order as requiring further 
investigation. 

26. The method of claim 12, Wherein the order parameters 
are order parameters requested by a customer including a 
type of check product ordered. 

27. The method of claim 26, Wherein the order parameters 
requested by the customer further include a check order 
quantity. 

28. The method of claim 26, Wherein the order parameters 
requested by the customer further include a check order 
starting number. 

29. The method of claim 26, Wherein the order parameters 
requested by the customer further include a change in the 
check imprint betWeen orders. 

30. The method of claim 26, Wherein the order parameters 
requested by the customer further include a request for a 
check imprint that lacks an address. 

31. The method of claim 26, Wherein the order parameters 
requested by the customer further include a number of 
orders originating from a customer falling outside of a 
predetermined range of order numbers Within a predeter 
mined time period. 

32. The method of claim 26, Wherein the order parameters 
requested by the customer further include order shipping 
information. 
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33. The method of claim 32, Wherein the order shipping 
information further includes a shipping Zip code. 

34. The method of claim 33, Wherein the order shipping 
information further includes a shipping address. 

35. The method of claim 32, Wherein the order shipping 
information further includes a shipping method. 

36. The method of claim 12, Wherein inputting the order 
information having order parameters includes capturing the 
order information from a telephone ordering channel. 

37. The method of claim 36, Wherein the order parameters 
include an incoming phone number. 

38. The method of claim 37, Wherein the order parameters 
further include a number of orders originating from the 
phone number falling outside of a predetermined range of 
order numbers Within a predetermined time period. 

39. The method of claim 37, Wherein the order parameters 
further include a number of customers related to the phone 
number falling outside of a predetermined range of a number 
of customers Within a predetermined time period. 

40. The method of claim 37, Wherein the order parameters 
further include Whether a caller’s identi?cation is captured 
on an incoming call. 

41. The method of claim 37, Wherein the order parameters 
further include Whether an incoming phone number matches 
a number in a customer phone number master ?le. 

42. The method of claim 37, Wherein the incoming phone 
number is a pay phone number. 

43. The method of claim 37, Wherein the order parameters 
further include Whether an incoming phone number matches 
a number in a ?nancial institution phone number master ?le. 

44. The method of claim 37, Wherein the order parameters 
further include Whether an incoming phone number matches 
a customer or company name and address given by a caller 
When verifying the phone number by automated directory 
assistance. 

45. The method of claim 37, Wherein the order parameters 
further include Whether an incoming phone number matches 
a customer or company name and address given by a caller 
includes looking up the number in a change of address 
database. 

46. The method of claim 13, Wherein identifying check 
orders that require further investigation according to the 
produced score includes adjusting the Weights for the scor 
ing rules for the order parameters. 

47. The method of claim 46, Wherein the identifying 
check orders that require further investigation according to 
the produced score further includes passing the check order 
if the produced score does not eXceed the predetermined 
threshold value. 

48. The method of claim 47, Wherein the identifying 
check orders that require further investigation according to 
the produced score further includes canceling the check 
order if the produced score eXceeds the predetermined 
threshold value. 

49. The method of claim 47, Wherein identifying check 
orders that require further investigation includes notifying a 
bank Where a checking account resides that the check order 
Was identi?ed for further investigation if the produced score 
eXceeds the predetermined threshold value. 

50. The method of claim 47, Wherein identifying check 
orders that require further investigation includes sending an 
e-mail noti?cation to a customer and not processing the 
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check order until a return e-mail is received from the 
customer if the produced score exceeds the predetermined 
threshold value. 

51. The method of claim 47, Wherein identifying check 
orders that require further investigation includes sending an 
e-mail noti?cation to a ?nancial institution and not process 
ing the check order until a return e-mail is received from the 
?nancial institution if the produced score eXceeds the pre 
determined threshold value. 

52. A method for identifying paper check orders as 
needing further investigation comprising: 

assigning Weighted scores as a result of monitoring 
parameters of the check orders, Where the monitoring 
includes: 

monitoring the check order information for matches to 
suspicious order information, Wherein the suspicious 
order information includes at least one of: 

addresses; 

names; 

phone numbers; and 

checking account numbers; 

monitoring the check order information for matches to 
client information, Wherein the client information 
includes previous order information; 

monitoring check order parameters against eXpected 
ranges of the parameters, Wherein the check order 
parameters include a check order starting number; 

monitoring an incoming order for a capture of the 
caller’s identi?cation if the order is placed by phone; 

monitoring an incoming order for a change in all, or a 
part, of the information on the imprint of the check, 
Wherein the information includes: 

an address; and 

a customer name; and 

adjusting Weights for the scores based on outcomes of the 
further investigation. 

53. The method of claim 52, Wherein the monitoring 
check order parameters against eXpected ranges includes 
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comparing a quantity of checks ordered by a customer 
against a quantity of checks used by the customer Within a 
previous time frame. 

54. The method of claim 53, Wherein monitoring the 
incoming order for a change in the information on the 
imprint of the check includes comparing the imprint address 
to a shipping address. 

55. A method of generating a paper check order for a 
previous check order customer comprising: 

monitoring a quantity of checks used for a customer’s 
account; 

applying a rule based standard to information associated 
With the customer’s account When a remaining quantity 
of checks is Within a predetermined number of checks 
of the last check in the previous order; and 

automatically generating a check order for the customer’s 
account if applying the rule based standard passes the 
customer’s account. 

56. The method of claim 55, Wherein applying a rule 
based standard includes: 

producing a score for the customer’s account based on 
scoring of previous client information; and 

processing the customer’s account if the score is less than 
a predetermined threshold value. 

57. The method of claim 56, Wherein the method further 
includes identifying the customer’s account as needing 
further investigation if the score eXceeds the predetermined 
threshold amount. 

58. The method of claim 55, Wherein the method further 
includes generating a quantity of checks in a check order 
based on a time frame in Which a previous order of checks 
Was used. 

59. The method of claim 55, Wherein the method further 
includes sending an e-mail noti?cation of the check order to 
the customer and not processing the generated order until 
con?rmation e-mail is received from the customer. 

60. The method of claim 59, Wherein the method further 
includes not processing the check order until the customer 
provides a passWord. 


